
PeerNetBC Rates
Please note that, due to COVID-19, our workshops are only being delivered online and 
not in person at this time*. We will update our website when this changes. 

Basic Workshops

Grass Roots & 
Equity-Seeking Rate

$500 - $650

For groups with annual 
budgets of $0 - $200,000

Community Rate

$650 - $800

For organizations with 
annual budgets of 

$200,000 - 1 million

Standard Rate

$800 - $1000+

For organizations with 
annual budgets of 

over 1 million

A 2 hour (or 2.5 hours with a longer break) online workshop with at least two 
workshop facilitators on one of our workshop topics** 
15 participants or less 
1 - 2 meetings ahead of the workshop with the workshop host and facilitators 
Minimal customization to gear the workshop towards the participants 
Workshop preparation and debriefing time 
Administrative time for workshop (email communications, invoicing, etc.)
Zoom hosting & basic tech support (optional) 

Our Basic Workshops Include:

Hourly Consultations

Grass Roots & 
Equity-Seeking Rate

$75 - $175

For groups with annual 
budgets of $0 - $200,000

Community Rate

$175 - $300

For organizations with 
annual budgets of 

$200,000 - 1 million

Standard Rate

$300 - $450

For organizations with 
annual budgets of 

over 1 million
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This rate is for an organization or group who would like PeerNetBC staff to provide 
consultation (for example: if they would like our insight into how to design a peer-based 
program in their specific context).

Our hourly/consultation rates are usually meant for one on one, particularly focused work. 

Hourly Consultation Details:



PeerNetBC Rates
*We regretfully recognize that not all groups have equitable access to tech resources. As a result, online 
workshops may not be accessible to everyone. 

**Due to COVID-19 and the transition of our interactive curriculum to an online format, PeerNetBC is only offering 
limited topics for our Basic Workshops. Please see our website for our updated topics.

PeerNetBC offers our services on a wide sliding scale. Our sliding scale is an intentional effort to 
distribute resources equitably between organizations we work with and to support and 
strengthen groups doing peer-led, decolonizing, and anti-oppression focused work. Paying at the 
higher end of the scale, the Standard rate covers all associated costs and makes it possible for 
PeerNetBC to work with grassroots community groups at less cost to them. In providing our 
services at the Grassroots and Equity-Seeking Groups Rate, we prioritize groups and 
organizations that are BIPOC-led, youth-led, decolonizing, and / or made up of individuals and 
communities that face multiple-barriers. 

About Our Rates

Workshop rates may be increased depending on a number of factors including: more than 15 
workshop participants, the level of customization requested, if more than two facilitators are 
needed, the level of prepping or debriefing required, if more technical support is needed, and if 
additional accessibility services are needed. 

Workshop rates may also be reduced if we are doing multiple workshops for the same 
organization. 

We are also open to negotiating lower rates than those listed. In providing our services at the 
Grassroots and Underfunded Groups Rate or below, we prioritize groups and organizations that are 
BIPOC-led, youth-led, decolonizing, and / or made up of individuals and communities that face 
multiple-barriers. 

Cost Adjustments

Within 30 days (of the first session) we require payment of: 25% total fee Within 14 days: 50% 
payment/refund

Within 5 business days: 100% payment or 0% refund

To postpone a workshop, the contracting group must immediately schedule new dates with 
PeerNetBC and cover all incidental costs incurred to that point, including fees owing to contracted 
PeerNetBC facilitators. 

Workshop Cancellation Fees & Refunds

Making our workshops as accessible and inclusive as possible is a priority for PeerNetBC. We are 
committed to working with ASL interpreters and/or live closed captioners as part of our 
accessibility practice, with at least one month's notice and with additional costs. We are also open 
to and encourage other accessibility requests from workshop hosts. Please communicate 
accessibility requests well in advance of the workshop date.

Accessibility
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